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Abstract. Single packet attack, which is initiated by adding attack in-
formation to traffic packets, pose a great threat to cybersecurity. Exist-
ing detection methods for single packet attack just learn features directly
from single packet but ignore the hierarchical relationship of packet re-
sources, which trends to high false positive rate and poor generalization.
In this paper, We conduct an extensive measurement study of the realistic
traffic and find that the hierarchical relationship of resources is suitable
for identifying single packet attacks. Therefore, we propose HNOP, a deep
neural network model equipped with the hierarchical relationship, to de-
tect single packet attacks from raw HTTP packets. Firstly, we construct
resource node hopping structure based on the “Referer” field and the
“URL” field in HTTP packets. Secondly, hopping features are extracted
from the hopping structure of the resource nodes by G_BERT, which
are further combined with the lexical features extracted by convolution
operation from each node of the structure to form feature vectors. Fi-
nally, the extracted features are fed to a classifier, mapping the extracted
features to the classification space through a fully connected network,
to detect attack traffic. Experiments on the publicly available dataset
CICIDS-2017 demonstrate the effectiveness of HNOP with an accuracy
of 99.92% and a false positive rate of 0.12%. Furthermore, we perform
extensive experiments on dataset IIE_HTTP collected from important
service targets at different time. At last, it is verified that the HNOP
has the least degraded performance and better generalization compared
to the other models.

Keywords: Deep Learning · Malicious Traffic Detection · Hopping
Features · Hierarchical Relationship.

1 Introduction

The packet is the basic unit of information transmission in TCP/IP protocol.
Single packet attack (also called “atomic attack”) is widely abused by attack-
ers for information theft, causing serious losses to companies and individuals.
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According to the Akamai 2020 Security Report [1], there are 662 million web
application layer attacks against the financial services sector and 7 billion against
vertical businesses from 2018 to 2019. SQL injection, from all verticals, accounted
for more than 72% of all attacks during this period. Therefore, it is crucial to
effectively detect single packet attack.

Existing attack traffic detection methods for single packet attack are classi-
fied into flow-based and packet-based. Typically, a flow is defined as the set of
packets transmitted between two IP addresses on a pair of specific ports using
a specific protocol [12]. In the HTTP protocol, flow refers to the set of pack-
ets generated during the entire HTTP session. The flow-based detection [14,21]
first accumulates multiple packets into a specific flow and then extracts the flow
features (inflow and outflow ratio, packet time interval, stream size, number
of packets per unit time, etc.), which tends to have a high accuracy. However,
the demand for packet accumulation makes it have poor real-time performance.
Packet-based detection [17,22] is highly efficient due to extracting traffic features
(number of special characters, packet length, URL length, request method, pay-
load information, etc.) directly from the single packet, but tends to have low
accuracy due to information loss from inadequate feature extraction. Besides,
the use of obfuscation techniques [10, 13, 15] makes it more difficult to extract
lexical features from the attack traffic. Consequently, how to mine more effective
features on packets is a crucial topic for packet-based detection.

As deep learning becomes more sophisticated, its effectiveness in extracting
features is increasingly recognized by the academic community [7]. More and
more attention is being paid to using deep learning methods to improve the
effectiveness of feature extraction. Existing deep learning based attack traffic
detection methods have made great progress in some cases, however there are two
problems that need to be addressed. (1) Previous methods [19,20] almost extract
lexical features from packets and neglect the hierarchical relational features,
trend to high false positive rate. Hierarchical relational features, as intrinsic
properties, expose the process of resource requests from the client to the server
and can improve the performance of the detection method. (2) The redundant
and invalid information in the packet leads to the lack of good generalization
of the extracted features. Therefore, models [5, 19] based on these features are
also poorly generalized for practical applications and do not meet the needs of
realistic network environments.

To address the above issues, we propose a model based on hierarchical node
hopping features using deep learning to detect single packet attack effectively.
Our insight is built on the fact that the difference in hierarchical relationship and
hopping structure due to different attack methods and purposes has great gain
in identifying attack traffic. After analyzing the resource request process, we first
transform the “URL” field and “Referer” field in the HTTP packet header into
a hierarchical node hopping structure. Then G_BERT are utilized to extract
their lexical features and hopping features respectively, which are further used
for classification after being pooled. Experimental results show that our model
achieves effective results in single packet attack detection.
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In summary, we make the following contributions.

– We analyze the hierarchical relationship of resources and verify its signifi-
cance in detecting single packet attack traffic with ablation experiment.

– We transform the packet feature extraction problem for attack traffic into
the hierarchical node hopping feature extraction, disregarding flow features
and low-level protocols.

– We extract the retained hopping features from the reconstructed hierarchical
node hopping structure by BERT and extract the lexical features from each
node by convolution operation. Automatically extracted underlying features
are difficult to modify and forge, improving the model’s resistance to forgery.

– We implement a prototype of HNOP and perform a comprehensive evalua-
tion of HNOP using CICIDS2017 [16] and IIE_HTTP datasets, demonstrat-
ing its effectiveness and generalization in detecting single packet attack.

The rest of this paper is outlined as follows. Section 2 reviews related work
of HTTP attack detection. Section 3 presents our system scheme and details its
different components. Section 4 elaborates the experimental results. Finally, we
draw a conclusion in section 5.

2 Related Work

The work in this paper is based on hierarchical node hopping features of packets,
using a method based on deep learning for attack traffic detection. In this section,
we present the related research work and detection methods.

Attack traffic detection methods based on packet features are explored in
many previous works. These methods are primarily based on the idea of machine
learning concept of designing a set of traffic features and then modelling and
training. Liu et al. [11] propose a Bayesian statistical model with a network
traffic time-slicing feature to detect attack traffic based on the rule that network
traffic changes over time, i.e., network traffic changes at different time slices and
some traffic does not occur at specific time slices. Swarnkar et al. [17] study a
Naive Bayes classifier to detect suspicious payload content in network packets.
Gezer et al. [6] use the random forest method to monitor banking Trojans and
can achieve 99.95% accuracy. Vijayanand et al. [18] use a genetic algorithm to
select features and detect novel attack traffic by multi-support vector machines.
Han et al. [8] combine support vector machine (SVM) and cross-entropy to detect
controlled network traffic. Kabir et al. [9] propose a sampling and least square
support vector machine (LS-SVM) for attack traffic detection, which solves the
problems that SVM-based methods are ineffective and require lengthy training
time when the amount of data is too large. However, such detection methods rely
on feature engineering. The uncertainty and limitations of the prior knowledge
prevent good robustness and generalization of the detection model.

In order to overcome the long-standing problem of feature dependence, many
researchers propose methods based on deep learning to automatically extract the
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optimal feature set from complex and redundant packets. Since features are au-
tomatically abstracted, the method can maintain good generalization as long as
the data resources are satisfied [4], which is an advantage over other attack traffic
detection methods. Wang et al. [20] use Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)
and Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) to learn hierarchical spatial-temporal fea-
tures. Spatial features are learned from each network packet by CNN and tem-
poral features are drawn from the network packet sequence by RNN. Similarly,
Wang et al. [19] use a one-dimensional convolutional layer to extract the spatial
features of the original packets and a Gated Recursive Unit (GRU) structure to
extract temporal features. Chiba et al. [3] utilize a hybrid optimization frame-
work (IGASAA) based on Improved Genetic Algorithm (IGA) and Simulated
Annealing Algorithm (SAA) to automatically build an efficient and effective
Deep Neural Network (DNN) based attack traffic detection method. Geng et
al. [5] transform the HTTP sessions into images and then extract the interactive
features from these images by CNN.

To the best of our knowledge, there are little work on detecting HTTP at-
tack traffic by leveraging the HTTP protocol. In addition, almost all previous
work involves oversized packet contents and does not combine the attack charac-
teristics of attack traffic to extract more effective features. This makes existing
models, while performing well on public datasets, often perform poorly when
used on realistic traffic with a time horizon. In this paper, we propose an attack
traffic detection model based on hierarchical node hopping features of packets,
which can get rid of the reliance on manual feature extraction and can improve
the generalization performance of detecting attack traffic.

3 System Scheme

In this section, we build a hybrid structure neural network model, called HNOP.
The architecture of the model is shown in Fig. 1, which is composed of hierar-
chical node hopping structure, G_BERT and classifier. The hierarchical node
hopping structure is to transform the resource request process into a hopping
problem between hierarchical nodes. G_BERT extracts features from the em-
bedded layer and provides them to the classifier for malicious packet detection.
These parts are detailed in the following sections.

3.1 Hierarchical Node Hopping Structure

The HTTP protocol defines the rules for requesting and responding to network
resources between the network client and the network server. According to Oc-
cam’s razor principle [2], we remove the fields in HTTP that are not linked to the
resource request and keep only the “URL” field and the “Referer” field. Hence,
we propose the HNOP model based on these two fields.

As shown in Fig. 2, we define the hierarchical nodes based on the entire
process of the resource request. First, we define the “Referer” and “URL” fields
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Fig. 1. The Architecture of HNOP. ( F ′
l : Lexical Feature; Fh : Hopping Feature).
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Fig. 2. Hierarchical Node Hopping Mapping.

as level-0 nodes, which characterize the page hopping relationship. Each sub-
field of a level-0 node is defined as a level-1 node and is used to characterize
the “host-path-resource” resource request process. Finally, the subscripts of the
level-1 nodes obtained by the greedy-based disambiguation method are defined
as level-2 nodes for representing specific resource information. After defining hi-
erarchical nodes, we use a hierarchical node hopping mapping method to map
the hierarchical node hopping structure to the three embedding layers. Greedy-
based disambiguation method and hierarchical node hopping mapping method
are presented as follows.

Greedy-based Disambiguation Method The purpose of greedy-based dis-
ambiguation method is to represent the HTTP resource request process more
comprehensively and completely. The greedy-based disambiguation method is
shown as algorithm 1 and its steps are followed.

Step 1. Create a fixed-size vocabulary containing individual characters, common
words, and sub-words that best fit the structure of the resource request.

Step 2. Combine the level-0 node “Referer” field with the “URL” field to form
the original level-0 node hopping structure.

Step 3. Slice each subfield in the level-0 node into a separate level-1 node.
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6 J. Geng et al.

Algorithm 1 Greedy-based Disambiguation Method
Input: ND {N1...Nk}
Output: ND {w11 ...w1m ...wk1 ...wkl}
1: N is the node in ND
2: sp is the special character
3: vb is the the vocabulary
4: f is the the greedy method-based word splitting method
5: for all N ∈ ND do
6: longword← N.split(sp)
7: end for
8: for all word ∈ longword do
9: if word ∈ vb then

10: w ← word
11: end if
12: if word /∈ vb then
13: w ← f(word)[0]
14: for all cutword ∈ f(word)[1 : ] do
15: w ← cutword.insert(0,′ #′)
16: end for
17: end if
18: end for
19: return ND {w11 ...w1m ...wk1 ...wkl}

Step 4. Each level-1 node is firstly split into words by special characters. Words
in the vocabulary are considered as independent level-2 nodes. For words
not in the vocabulary, they are decomposed into sub-words and character
tokens by the greedy method-based word splitting method, and each
sub-word and character token is considered as a level-2 node.

Step 5. Repeat step 4 until all level-1 nodes are decomposed into level-2 nodes.

With the greedy-based disambiguation method, we get a hierarchical seman-
tics structure. Take the “URL” (http://ngo.mps.gov.cn/ngomh/userfiles/1
/_thumbs/images/cms/article/2018/02/1-17-2banner.jpg) as an example.
“URL” and the corresponding “Referer” (http://ngo.mps.gov.cn/ngo/porta
l/index.do?from=singlemessage&isappinstalled=0) are the level-0 nodes,
and the relationship between level-0 nodes is used to represent the semantic re-
lationship of the page. The “HOST” (ngo.mps.gov.cn) of the “URL” is used as
a level-1 node, and the relationship between level-1 nodes is used to represent
the semantic relationship of order. Each subfield(‘‘ngo’’,‘‘mps’’,‘‘gov’’
,‘‘cn’’) obtained by the greedy-based disambiguation method is used as a
level-2 node. Different from the parent node, we care about the information of
each level-2 node rather than the relationship between nodes.

Hierarchical Node Hopping Mapping Method Hierarchical node hopping
mapping method is based on three embedding operations and is used to map
the hierarchical node hopping structure to the three embedding layers. As shown
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in Fig. 2, the nodes of each level correspond to different embedding layers. The
segment embedding layer deals with level-0 nodes, maintaining the page hopping
information. The position embedding layer deals with level-1 nodes, maintaining
the “host-path-resource” hopping order. The token embedding layer deals with
level-2 nodes, vectorizing each specific word.

The hierarchical node hopping structure of length n thus obtains three dif-
ferent vector representations, given as:

Token Embedding t : (1, n+3, 768), a vector representation of level-2 nodes. Note
that two special nodes are inserted at the beginning ([CLS]) of the hierarchical
node hopping structure and at the end ([SEP]) of each level-0 node.

Position Embedding p : (1, n+3, 768), a vector representation of the positions
of the level-1 nodes.

Segment Embedding s : (1, n+3, 768), a vector representation of the positions
of the level-0 nodes.

These representations are summed by element to obtain a synthetic repre-
sentation:

X = t+ p+ s (1)

Where X(1, n+3, 768) is the vectorized representation of the hierarchical
node hopping structure.

3.2 G_BERT

As shown in Fig. 3, the features used in this paper are lexical features and hop-
ping features. Lexical feature refers to the lexical feature of each level-2 node, and
hopping feature refers to the association relationship between nodes at all levels.
Association relationship include page hopping relationship and resource request
process. That is, the hopping feature corresponds to the semantic features of
level-1 nodes and level-0 nodes. In order to extract the above two features,
G_BERT is divided into three layers. The upper layer uses a BERT network to
extract the hopping features. The middle layer uses a convolution operation to
extract lexical features. The lower layer is a feature pooling layer used to pool
the features extracted from the above two layers into the final hierarchical node
hopping features.

Hopping Feature Extraction Hopping features are extracted by the BERT
network, which is composed of l hidden layers with the same structure (same
hyperparameters) but different parameters (no shared parameters). The hidden
layer includes two sub-layers, a multi-head attention function and a feed-forward
function. Each sub-layer is accompanied by a residual connection.

The effect of the residual connection is to prevent the neural network gradient
from disappearing or exploding in gradient. The residual connection makes the
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Fig. 3. Location of Lexical Feature and Hopping Feature throughout Resource Request
Process. Lexical feature refers to the lexical feature of each level-2 node, and hopping
feature refers to the association relationship between nodes at all levels.

loss surface smoother, which makes the model easier to train and has deeper
neural network layers. With residual connectivity, the output of the sub-layer is
represented as:

Xi+1 = fln(X
i + (fsn(X

i))) (2)

Where Xi is the input vector, Xi+1 is the output vector, fln is the layer
normalization function for normalization along with the node embedding di-
mension, and fsn is the current layer’s operation function (multi-head attention
or feed-forward).

The hopping feature is obtained by the following equation:

Fh = X2l+1
CLS

= X2l+1
0 (3)

Where Fh is the hopping feature, X2l+1 is the output vector of the l th
hidden layer. Fh is represented as the vector of the [CLS] node in the last layer.
X2l+1

0 has no obvious semantic information and is more “fairly” to integrate the
semantic information of each node in the input than the other X2l+1

OTHER
. Thus,

it is better to represent the overall semantics of the resource request.

Lexical Feature Extraction For the node vectors N , we perform a convolution
operation to extract the text features of the nodes themselves, i.e. lexical features
F ′
l . In this paper, F ′

l are extracted as following:

F ′
l = σ((Fl ∗K) + b) (4)

Where K is the convolution kernel. ∗ is convolution operation, b is the bias
term and σ is the ReLU activation function. After the above series of operations,
the lexical features (F ′

l ) are generated.

Hierarchical Node Hopping Feature Pooling strategy is added at the end
of G_BERT, which is used for the integration of lexical features and hopping
features. Three pooling strategies are adopted for comparison in this paper.
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Concat Strategy Flh is obtained by splicing lexical features directly after hopping
features, for F ′

l , Fh:

Flh = Concat(Fh, F
′
l ) (5)

Max Strategy The maximum value of each dimension in F ′
li and Fhi is taken to

represent the feature vector Flh by weighting, for F ′
li, Fhi:

Flhi = Max (Fhi, F
′
li) =

{
Fhi , Fhi > F ′

li

F ′
li , Fhi ⩽ F ′

li
(6)

Mean Strategy Calculate the mean of F ′
li and Fhi to represent the feature vector

Flh, for F ′
li, Fhi:

Flhi = Mean (Fhi, F
′
li) =

1

2
(Fhi + F ′

li) (7)

3.3 Classifier

Based on the extracted features Flh, we classify the samples using fully connec-
tion layer (Linear) and SoftMax. Fully connected layer maps n eigenvectors to K
(sample labeling space) eigenvectors by multiplying the weight matrix with the
input vectors, adding the bias. SoftMax maps K eigenvectors to K real numbers
(probabilities) of (0, 1) and make sure that their sum is 1. The details are as
following:

Y = SoftMax(z) = SoftMax
(
WT

n×KX̂ + b
)

(8)

X̂ = Flh (9)

Where X̂ is the input to the fully connected layer, Wn×K is the weight, b
is the bias term. Based on Y , we finally obtain the class probability for each
sample.

4 Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed model by per-
forming various experiments on CICIDS2017 and IIE_HTTP. In particular, the
experiments are intended to satisfy the following demands:

– Analyze the hierarchical relationship of resources and verify its significance
with ablation experiment.

– Verify the effectiveness of the hierarchical node hopping feature extrac-
tion method by comparing with other methods on the publicly dataset CI-
CIDS2017.

– Verify the generalization of HNOP on a realistic dataset IIE_HTTP by
validation comparisons with other methods.
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4.1 Data Sets

Under the premise of ensuring security and data privacy, we deploy traffic collec-
tion devices at gateways on realistic main protection targets through network op-
erators. We collect about 60 GB of attack traffic data (containing Anti_sequence
_attack, SQL_injection, Webshell_attack), as well as a considerable amount of
normal data in June and July 2018.

After performing the irreversible desensitization operation to protect user
privacy and eliminating the threat of attack data interfering with the online
environment, we obtain a long-time dataset, called IIE_HTTP. The distribution
of IIE_HTTP is shown in Table 1. In deep learning, each class in the training
set maintains the same number by sampling, thus avoiding model training bias.

Table 1. Reprocessing results of the IIE_HTTP.

All Train Test
Categories Count Percentage(%) Count Percentage(%) Count Percentage(%)

White_sample 198878 19.99 102687 18.96 96191 21.21
Anti_sequence_attack 2496 0.25 1388 0.26 1108 0.24

SQL_injection 466444 46.88 298438 55.12 168006 37.05
Webshell_attack 234195 23.54 83465 15.41 150730 33.24

4.2 The Analysis of Hierarchical Relationship

We number the level-2 nodes in the “URL” from left to right. The hopping from
node n to n+1 is defined as out_degree of node n and in_degree of node n+1. We
analyze the hierarchical relationship of three attack types (Anti_sequence_attack,
SQL_injection, Webshell_attack).

Table 2. The hierarchical relationship features of three attack types.

Feature Description Anti SQL Web
Average node Average value of nodes 1.42 4.96 4.17
Maximum node Maximum value of nodes 5 9 11
Key node Nodes with large degree 0 10 8
Average key node Average value of key nodes 0 4.36 3.26
Associated node Key nodes with large out and in degree 0 0 3
Connected graph Amount of graphs with weak connectivity 0 10 3

1 Anti: Anti_sequence_attack. SQL: SQL_injection. Web: Webshell_attack.

As shown in Table 2, the results vary considerably. The explanation for the
above phenomenon is that different attacks have different attack methods and at-
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tack purposes. SQL_injection occurs before the intrusion and Webshell_attack
occurs after the intrusion. Anti_sequence_attack mainly targets reverse se-
quence vulnerabilities, so its attack “path” is determined.

In our model, the hierarchical relationship are represented as lexical features
and hopping features. Therefore, we conduct ablation experiments on these two
features to verify the significance of hierarchical relationship in attack traffic
identification. In addition, the pooling strategy is to combine lexical features
and hopping features as hidden features for hierarchical relationship. we simul-
taneously incorporate Concat, Max, and Mean strategies into the experiments.

Concat

Max

Mean

Fh

F
l

(a) Macro ROC of HNOP.

Concat

Max

Mean

Fh

F
l

(b) Micro ROC of HNOP.

Fig. 4. ROC curves of HNOP. Concat, Max, and Mean are the results of HNOP under
the three pooling strategies. Fh is the result of HNOP with only hopping features, F ′

l

is the result of HNOP with only lexical features.

Fig. 4 show that Concat has the best AUC values for both the macro ROC
and the micro ROC. This demonstrates that lexical features and hopping fea-
tures both play crucial roles in the model. The combination of F ′

l and Fh can
significantly improve the performance of HNOP compared to others using each
feature alone. Note that Mean and Max lose part of the feature information,
causing a degradation in the performance of the model.

4.3 Compared with Other Methods

Although deep learning methods are increasingly studied for attack traffic de-
tection in recent years, their relative proportion remains small. HNOP extracts
hierarchical node hopping features from the HTTP packet level, and the neural
network does this process automatically without human intervention. We expect
the features to be more accurate and representative over a certain time span.
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Therefore, we compare the experimental results of our method with other pub-
lished methods. There are three commonly used metrics to evaluate the perfor-
mance of the model: Accuracy (ACC), Detection Rate (DR), and False Positive
Rate (FPR).

Table 3. Performance comparison with other published methods on CICIDS2017 (%).

Method INPUT ACC DR FPR

Chiba et al. [3] Extracted Features (70) 99.83 99.82 0.13
Geng et al. [5] HTTP(header & payload) 99.07 99.01 0.40

Wang et al. [19] TCP/IP(header) 99.75 99.71 0.32
HNOP HTTP(“URL” & “Referer”) 99.92 99.98 0.12

Table 3 shows the comparison of experimental results for the dataset CI-
CIDS2017. In this case, Our model is optimal in ACC of 99.92%, DR of 99.98%
and FPR of 0.12%. Furthermore, in terms of input, we use only the “URL”and
“Refer” fields of the packet header, while Wang et al. [19] uses all TCP/IP packet
header fields. This proves that our hierarchical semantics structure in the premise
of fully extracting the essential features of the packet, greatly reducing the cost of
the input requirements of the detection method. Chiba et al., compared to other
methods, requires human extraction of features first. This not only increases the
labor cost but also makes it possible for attackers to deliberately forge features
due to the visibility of the features.

Table 4. Performance comparison with other published methods on IIE_HTTP (%).

Method INPUT ACC DR FPR

Chiba et al. [3] Extracted Features (70) 99.22 (↓ 0.61) 98.52 (↓ 1.3) 0.53 (↑ 0.40)
Geng et al. [5] HTTP(header & payload) 98.93 (↓ 0.14) 97.68 (↓ 1.33) 0.74 (↑ 0.34)

Wang et al. [19] TCP/IP(header) 94.12 (↓ 5.63) 89.08 (↓ 10.63) 0.69 (↑ 0.37)
HNOP HTTP(“URL” & “Referer”) 99.84 (↓ 0.08) 99.71 (↓ 0.27) 0.11 (↓ 0.01)

1 Figures in brackets indicate changes in results compared to CICIDS2017 (Table 3).
2 ↓ indicate decrease, ↑ indicate increase.

Table 4 presents the comparison of the experimental results for the dataset
IIE_HTTP. Since the effectiveness of trained models decreases over time, all
models perform slightly worse compared to the results of CICIDS2017. However,
our model continues to perform well on the test set at different times, achieving
ACC of 99.84%, DR of 99.71%, and FPR of 0.11%. DR and ACC drop by at
least one order of magnitude less than other models. In addition, in terms of
FPR, our model decreases rather than increases. This suggests that HNOP can
better identify attack traffic and has higher generalization capability.
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5 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a single packet attack traffic detection method (HNOP)
that extracts the hierarchical node hopping features from the hierarchical rela-
tionship of resources. Ablation experiments fully demonstrate that hierarchical
node hopping features are inherent to attack traffic learning. Extensive exper-
iments on the public dataset demonstrate that our model achieves excellent
performance with state-of-the-art work just using less traffic information. In
addition, our approach outperforms the others on the realistic network dataset
(IIE_HTTP) at low decay rate over time, showing higher generalization capabil-
ity. In short, we present key insights on how to rereconstruct resource requests,
which will shed lights on understanding single packet attack and employing
proactive defenses.
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